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To all whom, it may concern.

Be it known that I, JOHN M. BROWNING, a

citizen of the United States, residing in Og
den, county of Weber, in the State of Utah,

’

terlocked and recoil some distance together,
and during the rearward movement the bar
rel has another movement imparted to it, 55
which unlocks it from the breech-bolt, after
which the movements of the barrel are ar
rested, while the breech-block continues to

have invented certain newand useful 1111provements in Firearms, of which the follow
ing is a speci?cation, reference being hadto recoil until the breech is fully opened. Be
the accompanying drawings, forming a part neath the barrel a reaction-springis arranged
hereof.

IO

'

in a chamber in the frame and connected

with the breech-block, energy being stored in

This invention relates to automatic ?re
arms of that description in which the several
operations—such as the opening of the breech
after ?ring a shot, the ejection of the empty

this spring, which effects the return or clos
ing movement of thebreech-block and of the
barrel and the interlocking thereof. The fea

cartridge-shell, the cocking of the hammer,

tures of such a in agazine-pistol are shown and

the presentation and introduction of a new

described in the United States Patent No.

65

cartridge to the chamber of the barrel, and 580,924, granted April 20, 1897; butit will be
the closing of the breech-are automatically understood that the invention is applicable
effected through or by the energy of the re
coil of the breech-block or that part which at

the time of ?ring the shot closes the breech
of the barrel, and more especially relates to
?rearms of this description in which energy

is stored during the opening movement of the

to other ?rearms-—such, for example, as those
in which the barrel is ?xed to the frame and
the breech-block alone moves rearward and
is returned forward by energy stored in a re
action-spring. Therefore it is not intended
'to restrict the present invention to a maga 75
zine-pistol nor to any other particular kind
of ?rearm nor to the combination of the sev
eral features of improvement in a single struc

breech-block in aspring, the reaction of which
25 is utilized to actuate the return or'closing
movement of the breech-block.
One object of the inventionis to produce a ture.
In the accompanying drawings, wherein is
?rearm of this class in which the breech
block shall not only be adapted to move on represented the embodiment of the invention,
the frame to and from the barrel to be en-. Figure 1 is a left-hand side elevation of the
gaged by the reaction-spring and to. be posi-v pistol with the breech closed. Figs. 2 and 3
tively limited in its movements on the frame, are respectively front and rear end views of
but shall be at will and readily removable the same. Fig. 4 is a side elevation similar 85
from the frame and disengaged from the re-‘' to Fig. 1, but showing the forward portion of
35 action-spring without requiring the use of the frame and of the breech-slide in section,
portions of the breech-slide, grip, and car
any tool for its disengagement and removal.
Another object is to provide a positive tridge-holder being broken away to expose
means for at'onceindicating' when the supply other parts to view. Fig. 5 is a side eleva 9O
of cartridges in the arm has become exhaust tion with the breech-slide in its rearward po
ed and to facilitate the renewal of the supply sition and locked by the latch-slide, a portion
of cartridges without requiring the breech of the breech-slide being broken away, as
mechanism to be operated, and thereby to re also a portion of the receiver above the grip,
duce toa minimum the unavoidable interrup exposing to view the latch-slide and the top 95
of the empty magazine with the spring-fol
tion of a continuous ?ring of the arm.
These objects are attained by mechanism of lower, the ejector g being shown in dotted
very simple and practical construction, which lines. Fig. _6 is a detail cross~section on the
is efficient and perfectly safe in use and no plane indicated in the line 6 6 of Fig. 5. Figs.
7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 are detail views of the maga
\liable to get out- of order.
'
For the purposes of explanation and illus zine and follower, the latch-slide being also
tration of theinventionit is shown herein as shown in Fig. 10. Figs. 12 and'13 are detail
embodied in a magazine-pistol in which in elevations of the latch-slide'detached. I Fig.
?ring the barrel and the breech-block are in 14 is a detail plan view of the plug in the end
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of the spring-chamber and of the transverse ?tted to the receiver. Below the receiver
pin which holds it in place.
the frame a has the grip 0r handle a’ and in
Similar letters refer to similar parts through rear of the grip the hammer Z, other parts of 70
out the several views.
the ?ring mechanism being ?tted in the
In the pistol represented in the drawings the frame, while in front of the grip the trigger
barrel 1) is attached to the top of the frame a n is located. Within the grip a’ and extend
by two links 193 and N, which are pivoted in ing upward through it to the receiver is ar
the frame by transverse pins and in the same ranged a chamber for the reception of the 75
manner secured by pins to the lugs 17’ and b2 cartridge magazine or holder 67., which is a
IO of the barrel.
On the top of the frame the sheet-metal tube in which the cartridges are
breech-slide c is ?tted to slide rearwardly and laid one upon the other, resting upon a spring
forwardly, the rear part of the breech-slide follower d’, by which they are pressed up
c forming the breech-bolt 0’, adapted to close ward to the receiver. The holder at is re
the chamber of the barrel, and the forward tained in the grip by a spring-latch 612, and
portion c2'of the breech-slide extending in at the upper end of the holder the rear por
semitubular form and inclosing the barrel. tion of the side walls are turned inward to
The sides of the breech-slide extend down— form ears (Z3, which engage the rear portion
ward, overlapping the sides of the frame, and of the topmost cartridge and prevent its es 85
have longitudinal ribs and grooves c3 and c4, cape from the holder except when the car
20 engaging corresponding ribs and grooves a3
tridge is pushed forward, as by the forward
and a4 on the frame a to hold the breech-slide movement of the breech-bolt in closing the
to the frame and guide it in its reciprocation. breech.
The barrel is provided with locking-ribs b5,
All of the parts thus far referred to may
and the interior surface of the breech-slide be and are here shown as of the same con
25 has corresponding recesses 08, whereby the struction and mode of operation as fully set
breech-slide and the barrel are securely in forth in said Letters Patent No. 580,924 and
terlocked when in their forward ?ring posi forming no part of the present invention re
tion; but when the barrel and breech-slide

quire no further description or explanation 95

are moved rearward, as by the energy of re

herein except so far as certain features will

coil on ?ring a shot, the barrel, swinging on
the links, has also a downward movement to

be referred to hereinafter.

ward the frame, which causes the disengage
ment of the locking-ribs b5 from the recesses
08, the rearward movement of the barrel be

as for the removal of the breech-slide c and

In order to be able to withdraw the key 0“,

breech-bolt c’, it is necessary to free the key
05 from the piston-head 62, by which it is

35 ing arrested, while the breech-slide continues
its rearward movement away from the barrel,
thus opening the breech. Beneath the bar

locked in place. Heretofore this was ac
complished, as described in the Patent No.

rel the frame a has a longitudinal chamber

hammer, drawing the breech-slide to the rear
until the key 05 had passed by a small hole
in the bottom of the spring-chamber a“, and
inserting a pin through this hole into the

a6 for the reception of the reaction-spring c,
and a transverse key 05 is inserted through
rectangular recesses in the sides of the breech

slide and passes transversely through the
chamber a6 in the frame, projecting, nor
mally, slightly from each side of the breech
45 slide. A longitudinal slot as through the
frame allows the key 05 to travel freely therein,

I00

580,924, above referred to, by cocking the

path of the piston e’.

On then pushing the

breech-slide forward the pin would arrest the
forward movement of the piston e’ and spring
e, thus freeing the key 05 from the head 62 of

and the rear end of said slot as forms an abut

the piston and permitting the key 05 to be
withdrawn. By the improved construction

ment for the key 05 to limit the rearward
movement of the breech-slide and positively

out the use of a pin or any other tool and

IIO

the key can be released and withdrawn with 115

obviates all danger of the breech-slide flying without having to cook the hammer or to
back and from the frame.

The key 05 also

forms the bearing through which the reaction
spring 6 acts upon the breech-slide to return it

and the breech-bolt c’ to the normal closed
55 position after the recoil has moved them to the
rear, the forward end of the spring 6 being

move the breech-slide, this result being at
tained without adding to the number of parts
of the arm and without making them more

I20

complicated or expensive.
The front end of the chamber a“ for the re

action-spring e is closed by a plug 0.“, held in

?tted toa piston e’, the head e2 ofwhich bears place by a transverse spring 669, which also
against the key 05, which is slightly recessed serves to attach the link 193 to the frame, the I25
for the reception of said head (22, thereby pre upper end of said link being pivotally con

ventingthe accidentaldisplacementof thekey

nected to the barrel 1).

05. The rear end of the spring 6 bears against
the rear end of the chamber a“. The frame

immovable by the pin a9 the plug is allowed

co in rear of the barrel forms the receiver and

chamber as by elongating the hole in the plug

Instead of being held

to have a slight longitudinal movement in the

has an opening at the top for the ejection of through which the pin passes. To the rear
65 the cartridge-shells, and the breech-bolt is end of the plug as is affixed a small project
provided with a ?ring-pin and an extractor
of usual construction, while an ejector g is

ing rod a”, which extends rearwardly be
neath the key 05 toward the front of the head

130
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62 of the piston 6’, but without making con

of the magazine-seat and in cross-section
T-shaped, the out being correspondingly
The front end of the plug as shaped. On the outside the slide has a pro

tact with the head when the parts are in their

normal position.

is made slightly concave in a form conven

jecting thumb-piece p’ of somewhat greater

width, this and the T shape of the slide con
?ning it in the cut, so that it may he moved
key 05, it is only necessary to push the plug as freely up and down. On the inside the slide
inward, so that the projecting rod 0,10 shall‘ 19 at its top is provided with a projecting rib 75
come in contact with the piston e’ orits head, p2, which extends inward into the notch cut
move the same rearward against the tension in the top of the magazine and far enough
of the reaction-spring e, and thereby remove to stand in the path ofv the follower, but not
the head e2 of the piston from the recess in far enough to interfere with the free upward
the key 05 and release the latter, so that it and forward‘passage of the cartridges from
can be easily withdrawn. The replacing of the magazine to the receiver. Above the
the key is as readily done‘by pushing inward slide p the cartridge-ejector g is attached to'
the plug as, inserting the key through the the top of- the frame or receiver and serves
breech-slide and frame, and releasing the to limit the upward movement of the slide
plug, when the springe will pushthe head of 1) when the breech-slide is removed. from the 85
the piston into the recess of the key, and frame, but allows some up and down play to
thereby lock it and the breech-slide in place, the slide 13. In the lower edge of the breech
at the same time pushing the plug to its nor slide 0, on its left side, a notch (:11 is out, in a
mal forward position, so that the pistol is position which brings this notch above the
ready for charging and ?ring.
‘
thumb-piecep’ on the slidep when the breech 9O
‘The charging is performed by inserting a slide 0 is moved to its rearmost position, as
ient for the application of the pressure, of a
?nger. When it is desired to withdraw the

IO

20

25 loaded cartridge-magazine into the grip,draw
ing back the breech-slide, and releasing it.
During the closing movement of the breech
slide by the reaction-spring e the topmost
cartridge in the magazine is transferred to
the chamber of the barrel, so that a pull on
the trigger will ?re a shot. The recoil re

in opening the breech, and above the thumb
piece the slide 19 is shaped in the form of a

latch-nose 133, corresponding to the notch c“
in the breech-slide, the forward edge of the 95
latch and of the notch being beveled to in
cline rearward and upward. When the breech

is fully open and the latch 193 is pushed into
sulting will again open the breech, eject the the notch on in the breech-slide, the latter is
empty shell, cock the hammer, andstore en thereby positively locked in its rear position,

ergy in the reaction-spring for the closing
35 movement by which the next cartridge is
transferred to the barrel ready for ?ring by a
pull on the trigger. These operations may
be repeated so long as cartridges are supplied

by the magazine in the grip.

ICC

but may be released bypressure upon the
thumb-piece p’. . As the latch-slide p moves

freely in the cut, its weight is sufficient to.
keep it in its lower inoperative position, even
when the opening of the breech brings the 105
notch above it, unless it is pushed upward

The cartridge magazine or holder d may be by some means. While a cartridge remains
in the magazine the latch-slide 19 remains in

the same as that shown and described in said

patent No. 580,924 except that provision is

operative, as on ?ring the cartridges are suc- '

cessively fed from the magazine to the re IIO
latch, hereinafter described, preferably by ceiver and to the chamber in the barrel with
45 cutting a small portion from the upper end out operating the slide 1); but when the last
on the left side,forming a substantially square cartridge has been fed to the barrel the
notch to the left of the front opening. The spring-follower d’ rises to the top of the
spring-follower d’ in the magazine also is un empty magazine, and the left-hand part d5 of 115
changed except that it is arranged to engage the front end of the follower engages the in
the latch aforesaid, preferably being divided ward-projecting rib 102 of the latch-slide 19, so
for a part of its length, a cut running from that when on ?ring this last cartridge the
its front end rearward through about half the breech - slide a recoils the spring-follower
length of the follower, one of the two parts raises the latch-slide and by pushing the latch I20
thus formed, as 614, retaining its shape and nose 1)? into the notch all looks the breech-slide
55 serving for raisingthe cartridgesin the maga in its open rear position. The breech remain
made for engagement of the follower with a

zine, the other part 615 being bent downward, ing thus wide open serves as an unmistakable

the front end of this part standing consider indication that the magazine is empty and for
ably below the other part (14. 'On the left continued ?ring must be replaced by a loaded 125
side of the frame, in rear of the trigger, a
60 substantially vertical cut is made running

one.

This is now readily and safely accom

plished by withdrawing the empty magazine

for some distance downward from the top from the grip and introducing a loadedone
through the left-hand wall of the receiver, while the breech remains open. ~ Then re

the forward edge of_said cut preferably be

leasing the breech-slide by pressing upon the 130

ing parallel to and coinciding with the front thumb-piece p’ of the-latch-slide'the‘breech
65 of the magazine in the grip. In this cut is ‘will be automatically closed by the reaction

spring 6, and the pistol will be ready again
equal to that of the wall of the grip outside for ?ring. . In case the ?ring is to be discon

?tted a small slide or latch 19 I of a thickness

é
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tinned after a charged magazine has been slide and frame and form an abutment for
inserted it is only necessary to release the said spring, and a plug having a limited move
open breech-slide and to lower the hammer, ment in the end of said chamber and adapted
which makes the arm safe, though loaded, to cooperate with said spring to press the same
and it requires only the cocking of the ham back and release the key, substantially as
shown and described.
mer to make it ready for ?ring again.

Another great advantage gained by the im
provement is the fact that during the replac

3. In a ?rearm, the combination with a
frame, a breech-slide formed to slide on the

ing of the empty magazine by a loaded one
the pistol need not leave the hand with which
it is ?red, the exchange of the magazine be

frame, and a magazine having a spring-actu 45
ated follower, of a latch mounted to slide in
the frame, said latch having a locking-nose

ing wholly effected by the other hand.
It will be evident that various features of

the invention may be employed independ
15 ently of the others and in ?rearms of a dif

ferent kind from that which has been de-'

scribed herein and that various changes in
form and arrangement may be made without
departing from the spirit of the invention.
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let
ters Patent, is—

to engage the breech-slide and having a pro

jection in the path of said follower whereby
when the magazine is empty the latch is raised
to engage the breech-slide and hold the same

in its rearward position, substantially as
shown and described.
4. In a ?rearm, the combination with a
frame having a slot in its side, a breech-slide 55
formed to slide on the frame and a magazine

having a spring-actuated follower, of a latch
mounted to slide in the slot in the frame, said
frame,a reaction-spring mounted in the frame, latch having a locking-nose to engage the
and a breech-slide formed to engage the frame breech-slide and having a projection in the
25 and slide thereon, of an abutment for said path of said follower,whereby when the maga
spring carried by the breech-slide and a plug zine is empty the latch is raised to engage
1. In a ?rearm, the combination with a

having a limited movement in the frame and

the breech-slide and hold the same in its rear

adapted to cooperate with said spring to press‘ ward position, substantially as shown and de
the same back and release the abutment, sub scribed.
65
This speci?cation signed and witnessed this
stantially as shown and described.
2. In a ?rearm, the combination with a 25th day of October, A. D. 1901.
frame having a chamber, a reaction-spring
JOHN M. BROWNING.
mounted in said chamber, and a breech-slide
formed to engage the frame and slide there
35 on, of a key carried by the breech-slide and
traveling in a slot in the frame to couple said

In presence of—

GEO. E. BROWNING,
J. O. ZITYMAN.

